BECOIN Protocol “WhitePaper”
“WE ARE ALL BECOIN”
Welcome to BECOIN. We believe in transparency, trust and loyalty.
As we all see in the crypto-world lots of new tokens are popping up every day, some trusted and some are not.
The true vision of BECOIN is grow a trusted community and belief in the Token where we can take it to the
second step. Surely, we want all our holders to make money but more important is the vision behind the
money.
BECOIN potential is extremely high due to the below Tokenomics and distribution system. We have all-new
one of a kind “******” in stored for you and we will be talking about that in the near future.

Tokenomics
Type

NUMBER

SHORTHAND

Total Supply

1,000,000,000,000,000

1 Quadrillion

Liquidated Supply

50,000,000,000,000

50 Trillion

Contract Launch Supply

500,000,000,000,000

500 Trillion

Reserved for Airdrops & Prizes

300,000,000,000,000

300 Trillion

BECOIN Protocol
BECOIN has 2 simple functions:
Reflection + Liquidity In each trade, the transaction is taxed a 10% fee, which is split 2 ways:

 5% fee = redistributed to all existing holders
 5% fee is added as a liquidity pair on Pancake Swap which is BECOIN/BNB
 The liquidity pool has been locked with Mudra Lockers for two years.

Manual Burns
Sometimes burns matter, sometimes they don’t. BECOIN team does not believe in the early stage burning
process just to reduce the available quantities. The burn idea has been pasted around from one token to
another and it’s a copy past strategy now. Let’s take BECOIN to the next level and have other tokens copy us!!
While burning is not an option now, we will consider all aspects that reflect the future of the token in the
Whitepaper 2.0 ( which we can’t stop talking about and brainstorming around the offices) that being said, for
now NO burning will happen and trust us when we say – burning doesn’t always drive the price up.

Automatic Liquidity Pool (LP)
As we have mentioned, our main liquidity pool which receives 5% on every transaction is locked for two years
(certificate link is available on our website) we are still experimenting on another liquidity pool that will not
affect the holders or / and will not be taxed extra but all holders will benefit from this pool on a yearly basis
(again, more details will be in whitepaper 2.0).

How to buy
Mentioned in our website, following the steps below will guide you through the process:
1. Download trust wallet and open an account (remember to write down the 12-word safe key and never
share it with anyone).
2. Copy our token address and add it to your token list.
3. Go to dApps from trust wallet app and scroll down to Pancakeswap and buy our token using any major
coin (most people use BNB).
4. Hold and enjoy the profits.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

